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2011 DWI LAW: WHAT DOES YOUR
CLIENT DO NOW?
By David Risk and Debbie Lang

There are substantial changes to DWI laws that take effect July 1, 2011, which
every criminal defense practitioner must understand. The new legislation
-&/!&%&)*!'01(02!/'32!-('32(4$&52$6-(0&)2!-2($25")*'&"!(#2$&"4-(*##0&)*702('"(.*!1(
DWI offenders. It also greatly expands the role played by ignition interlock. Simply
put, ignition interlock is a breath alcohol testing device that attaches to a vehicle’s
ignition switch only allowing a vehicle to be driven when the driver provides

David Risk, Attorney
Caplan Law Firm, P.A.

a breath sample with an alcohol concentration below .02. Previously, ignition
interlock was available for drivers who voluntarily participated in the program.
Ignition interlock will now be mandatory in many circumstances in order to have
any driving privilege. These changes complicate the late night calls for advice
from the allegedly drunken client creating, we believe, an ethical dilemma for the
defense attorney.
8-(*(4292!-2(*''"$!21:(1";(.;-'(%&$-'(;!42$-'*!4('32()3*!/2-('3*'("));$(72/&!!&!/(
July 1, 2011, before determining what to tell a client that calls for advice regarding
'2-'&!/(9"00"<&!/(*(=>,(*$$2-'+(?32(."-'(-&/!&%&)*!'()3*!/2-('"('32(-'*';'2(*992)'(
'32(%&$-'('&.2(=>,(*$$2-'22+(@!42$('32("04(0*<:(*(4$&52$('3*'('2-'-(72'<22!(+AB(*!4(
.19, with no prior DWI convictions or license revocations within the preceding

Debbie Lang, Attorney
Caplan Law Firm, P.A.

ten years, would be subject to a 90 day license revocation. Said driver was eligible
to apply for a limited license (a.k.a. “work permit”) following 15 days of hard revocation (no driving at all).
Under the new laws, this same group of drivers will now be divided into two categories beginning July 1st—
those drivers that test .08‐.15 and those that test .16 and above.
@!42$('32(!2<(0*<:('32(%&$-'('&.2("992!42$('3*'('2-'-(*'(+CD("$(720"<(&-('$2*'24(-&.&0*$01('"('32(#$25&";-(
law. That person will receive a 90 days revocation and has the choice of either: (1) 15 days of no driving
privileges, followed by a limited license for the remaining 75 days; or (2) full driving privileges provided for
the 90 day revocation period with the use of ignition interlock. Minn. Stat. § 171.30, subd. 2(a)(limited license).
The revocation is the same for said driver; however the driver is now given the option of using ignition
interlock to avoid the 15 day hard revocation and the restrictions of the limited license.
E!('32("'32$(3*!4:('32(%&$-'('&.2("992!42$('3*'('2-'-(+CF("$(/$2*'2$(GH'<&)2('32(02/*0(0&.&'("$(."$2IJ(<&00(
!"<($2)2&52(*("!2(12*$($25")*'&"!(<&'3";'(*!1(0&.&'24(0&)2!-2+(?3&-(&-('32(7&/()3*!/2+((8(%&$-'('&.2("992!42$(
at a .16 under the old law would get a 90 day revocation. Under the new law the revocation is one year.
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Minn. Stat. § 169A.52, subd. 4.(8(%&$-'('&.2("992!42$(*'(*(+CF(;!42$('32("04(0*<(<";04(/2'(*(0&.&'24(0&)2!-2(*9'2$(
15 days. After July 1, 2011 this driver has no eligibility for a limited license at all. The only piece of good
news for the .16 or greater driver with the new law is that they may obtain immediate driving privileges
with the use of ignition interlock. Minn. Stat. § 171.306, subd. 4.
The prior law provided for twice the license revocation when a driver’s alcohol concentration was .20 or
greater. The prior law also mandated special series license plates (a.k.a. “whiskey plates”) for a test result
of .20 or greater. The new legislation not only provides for longer revocation periods for offenders having
an alcohol concentration of twice the legal limit (.16) or more, it also requires special series license plates
for anyone testing at .16 or higher. Minn. Stat. § 169A.60, subd. 1 (3). Although under the new law the civil
$*.&%&)*'&"!-(G4$&52$6-(0&)2!-2(*!4(0&)2!-2(#0*'2-J(&!)$2*-2(*'(+CF("$(."$2:()$&.&!*0(2!3*!)2.2!'(<&00($2.*&!(
at the current level of .20. See Minn. Stat. 169A.03, subd. 3.(8))"$4&!/01:(*(%&$-'('&.2("992!42$('3*'('2-'-(*'(+CF(
will have a longer license revocation than the driver at .15 and be required to display special series license
plates; however both would be charged with misdemeanor Fourth Degree DWI.
?2-'($29;-*0(*9'2$(K;01(C:(LACC(<&00(72('$2*'24(-&.&0*$01('"('32(<*1(&'(<*-('$2*'24(#$25&";-01+(?32(%&$-'('&.2(
"992!42$('3*'($29;-2-('"('2-'(<&00(-'&00(72()3*$/24(<&'3(*(/$"--(.&-42.2*!"$+(@!42$('32(!2<(0*<(*(%&$-'('&.2(
driver that refuses to test will also still receive a one year revocation and is eligible for a limited license after
15 days of hard revocation. Under the new law, however, this driver will also have the option of immediate
9;00(4$&5&!/(#$&5&02/2-(<&'3('32(;-2("9(&/!&'&"!(&!'2$0")M+(?2-'($29;-*0(9"$(*(%&$-'('&.2("992!42$()"!'&!;2-(!"'(
to carry a license plate impoundment with the necessity of special series license plates.
Herein lies the ethical dilemma for the late night legal adviser—How does the attorney advise the client
who may test at .16 or greater about whether or not to take the test? For example, a driver calls and states
that he has no prior offenses and blew .18 on the PBT. If the driver takes the Implied Consent Test the result
will likely be “twice the legal limit” or more. Accordingly, the driver would be charged with a misdemeanor
(assuming the result is less than .20) and receive a one year revocation of their driver’s license, as well as
impoundment of their license plates. This driver would have no ability to obtain a work permit and could
only obtain driving privileges during the one year revocation with ignition interlock.
The ignition interlock system, as an aside, may cost upwards of $125 per month for the device itself. Other
costs associated with the ignition interlock (including showing pre‐paid insurance for one year) could push
'"'*0()"-'-("9(#*$'&)&#*'&"!(&!(2N)2--("9(9";$("$(%&52('3";-*!4(4"00*$-(9"$("!2(12*$+(80'3";/3('32(-'*';'2-(42)0*$2(
that ignition interlock is immediately available, the actual process for enrollment is still unclear. At this point
waiting times to process ignition interlock applications are currently running approximately four weeks.
?32$29"$2:('2-'&!/(*'(+CF("$(3&/32$(<&00()*;-2(-&/!&%&)*!'()".#0&)*'&"!-('"(*(#2$-"!6-(*7&0&'1('"(4$&52(9"$('32(
next year. If, however, the same driver refuses to test they will be charged with a gross misdemeanor and
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receive a one year revocation but they would be able to drive with a limited license after 15 days of hard
revocation and would avoid special series license plates and the costs of ignition interlock. The dilemma is
-&.#01('3*'(*(%&$-'('&.2(=>,(*$$2-'22(<3"($29;-2-('"('2-'(<&00(72(*702('"(4$&52(7*)M(*!4(9"$'3('"(<"$M(*9'2$(
%&9'22!(4*1-+(?3*'(-*.2(#2$-"!($;!-(*(-&/!&%&)*!'($&-M('3*'('321(<&00(3*52(!"(*7&0&'1('"(4$&52(*'(*00(9"$("!2(12*$(
absent the ignition interlock program if they decide to take the test.
It may seem that twice the legal limit (.16 or more) is a very high test and only the unusual case will reach that
high level. In fact, according to the Department of Public Safety’s report published in 2010, the average BAC
in a DWI arrest in Minnesota among those providing samples since 2001 has varied between .149 and .161.
In other words, the average person needing your advice after a DWI arrest is very near twice the legal limit.
It is axiomatic that a lawyer may not counsel a client to intentionally commit a crime. Telling a person to
refuse the test is obviously advising them to commit the crime of gross misdemeanor test refusal. Despite
this, we have heard from several well respected DWI attorneys in Minnesota that they intend to tell their
clients to refuse the test. Although there may be very good reasons to give such advice, it is not ethical. The
2'3&)*0($2-#"!-2(&-('"(9;001(2N#0*&!('"(*()0&2!'('32($*.&%&)*'&"!-("9('2-'&!/(*!4($29;-&!/('"('2-'+(O*-&2$(-*&4(
than done of course, especially when one considers that the client is under arrest because there is probable
cause to believe that they are impaired. We have reached the conclusion that you must explain to the best
"9(1";$(*7&0&'&2-('32($*.&%&)*'&"!-("9('2-'&!/:(*-(<200(*-($29;-&!/:(7;'(&!('32(2!4(1";(.;-'(*45&-2('32()0&2!'(
'"('*M2('32('2-'+(80'3";/3('32()&5&0($*.&%&)*'&"!-("9('2-'&!/(*'(+CF("$(3&/32$(*$2(&!)$24&701(-'22#:('32()$&.&!*0(
$*.&%&)*'&"!-(.;-'('$;.#(1";$(*45&)2+(8(%&$-'('&.2($29;-*0(&-(*(/$"--(.&-42.2*!"$(<3&02(*(%&$-'('&.2(+CF('"(
.19 is only a misdemeanor.
80'3";/3('32$2(*$2(-&/!&%&)*!'()3*!/2-('"('32($25")*'&"!(#2$&"4-(9"$($2#2*'("992!42$-:('32(*45&)2(9$".(
counsel is not as complicated. The repeat offender’s options for obtaining driving privileges are identical
for the person who refuses and the person who tests at .16 or above. For a repeat offender, either the driver
agrees to use ignition interlock during the revocation period or the driver does not drive. An offender who
3*-(*(#$&"$(P;*0&%&24(&.#*&$24(4$&5&!/("992!-2(<&'3&!('2!(12*$-("$(3*-('<"(#$&"$-(&!(*(0&92'&.2('3*'('2-'-(
.08‐.15 will receive a one year revocation. The driver will be immediately eligible for full driving privileges
for the revocation period with the use of ignition interlock. This is the only option available for driving
during the revocation period. The same offender that tests .16 or greater, or refuses to submit to testing,
will receive a two year revocation of their driving privileges and, again, will be eligible for immediate
full driving privileges with the use of ignition interlock. The repeat offender no longer has the option of
obtaining a limited license following a hard revocation period. The only option for driving privileges before
the expiration of the one or two revocation period will be with the use of ignition interlock.
Under the old law, third time offenders in ten years or fourth in a lifetime receive a one year revocation/
cancellation with no eligibility to obtain a work permit before completion of rehabilitation. Under the new
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law, this driver will receive a three year revocation and will be eligible for a limited license immediately with
ignition interlock. The driver will be issued a limited license with ignition interlock for one year, followed
by full driving privileges with the use of ignition interlock for the remaining two years. The conditions for
$2&!-'*'2.2!'(9"$('32()*!)20024(4$&52$($2.*&!('32(-*.2Q(3"<252$('32($2P;&-&'2(52$&%&)*'&"!(<&00()3*!/2+(
Under the new law, the driver must still complete treatment and demonstrate no alcohol or controlled
-;7-'*!)2(;-2(9"$('32()*!)200*'&"!(#2$&"4Q(3"<252$(52$&%&)*'&"!("9(-"7$&2'1($2P;&$2-(*(.&!&.;.("9('3$22(
successful years on ignition interlock. See Minn. Stat. § 169A.55, subd. 4. The driver no longer will be required
'"("7'*&!(52$&%&)*'&"!(02''2$-("$(#$"5&42(#$""9("9(88(*''2!4*!)2+(?32-2()"!4&'&"!-(<&00(72(20&.&!*'24(4;2('"(
the use of ignition interlock. As you might expect, the length of the revocation period as well as the minimum
'&.2($2P;&$24(9"$('32(4$&52$('"(52$&91(*7-'&!2!)2()"!'&!;2-('"(/$"<(42#2!4&!/(;#"!('32(!;.72$("9(P;*0&%&24(
impaired driving incidents.
E!2(72!2%&)&*0()3*!/2(9"$(4$&52$-($2-;0'&!/(9$".('32(LACC(02/&-0*'&"!(&-('3*'('32(0&92R'&.2($2-'$&)'&"!("9(!"(
*0)"3"0("$()"!'$"0024(-;7-'*!)2(#"--2--&"!("$(;-2:()".."!01($292$$24('"(*-('32(HSR)*$4I:(<&00(72(."4&%&24+(
Beginning July 1, 2011, a driver may petition for removal of the restriction following ten years of compliance
with the no use/possession requirement. Minn. Stat. § 171.09, subd. 3.
One more piece to the puzzle which, arguably, makes the situation even more confusing is that the legislature
029'(*(0""#3"02(&!('32(-'*';'2(9"$('32(%&$-'('&.2("992!42$(<3"(&-(+CF('"(+CT+(@!42$('32(!2<(0*<:(Minnesota Statute
§ 169A.54, subd.6(:(*00"<&!/(9"$(*4.&!&-'$*'&52($24;)'&"!("9('32($25")*'&"!(#2$&"4(9"$()2$'*&!(%&$-'('&.2(
"992!42$-:($2.*&!-(;!)3*!/24+(?32(-'*';'2($24;)2-('32($25")*'&"!(#2$&"4('"(UA(4*1-(9"$(*(%&$-'('&.2("992!42$(
who is over the age of 21 and is not charged with, or revoked for, an incident involving an “aggravating
factor” described in section 169A.03, subdivision 3, clause (2) or (3)(.20 or more or having a passenger under
'32(*/2("9(CFJ+(?3&-(.2*!-('3*'(;!42$('32();$$2!'(0*!/;*/2(."-'(%&$-'('&.2("992!42$-(<3"('2-'(;!42$(+LA("$(
refuse to test will be able to reduce their revocation period to 30 days if they are convicted of a misdemeanor
DWI. A year‐long revocation for refusal is reduced to 90 days if there is a conviction for refusal. In an
apparent oversight by the legislature, the statute was not changed to distinguish those driver’s that test
“twice the legal limit” or more. A bill modifying section 169A.54 to remedy the oversight and preclude the
administrative reduction for drivers .16 or greater failed to pass during the regular legislative session. As of
the writing of this article that bill is still pending for a possible special session or next year’s regular session.
8-(<$&''2!('32(#$"#"-24(7&00(<";04(-'&00(*00"<(9"$(*($24;)'&"!(9"$('32(%&$-'('&.2($29;-*0(*-(<200(*-('32(#2$-"!(
testing .08 to .15, but not the person testing at .16 or higher.
In other words, starting July 1, 2011, there are dramatic changes for the person who tests at .16 or higher.
Good luck explaining to the allegedly impaired client what will happen to him or her if they choose to test
or refuse. They will likely think you are the one who is drunk.
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URINE BIG TROUBLE, MISTER:
THE MYRIAD PROBLEMS WITH URINE TESTING.
;6$/"H->$=+1(+6$S$3+'$T)#52#0

/Q,436,+KR*N7,16:6,M=51=,Q5:,0=G43<=BE,436G,16:6,M=51=,Q5:,436,Q:<B346=<=B,7O6T40T;6,5Q,436,cS0;6J,.<4T3,
C:<0;7?d,/==5T6=4,O65O;6,16:6,:59=H6H,9OE,O:676=46H,1<43,<::6Q940D;6,6U<H6=T6,5Q,436<:,B9<;4E,0=H,T5JO6;;6H,
45,O;60H,B9<;4G?,C3576,135,H<H=N4,O;60H,B9<;4G,Q0T6H,0,4:<0;,136:6,436,0TT976H,7455H,=5,T30=T6,5Q,T5=4674<=B,
436,c6U<H6=T6d,0B0<=74,436Je7O6T4:0;,6U<H6=T6,^4GO<T0;;G,0,;5=6,1<4=677N,5D76:U04<5=7,4304,O:5U6H,436,
0TT976H,107,0,1<4T3_,0=H,436,976,5Q,1<4T3,T0M6,^0,J<Y,5Q,:G6,J60;,0=H,9:<=6,4304E,136=,94<;<P6H,DG,0=,6YO6:4E,
159;H,:6U60;,136436:,0,O6:75=,107,<=H66H,0,1<4T3_?,C36,6:0,5Q,436,S0;6J,.<4T3,C:<0;7,107,0,4<J6,5Q,
:6;6=4;677,3G746:<0E,0=,9446:,;0TM,5Q,H96,O:5T677E,0=H,:6;<0=T6,5=,0D79:H;G,9=:6;<0D;6,6U<H6=T6?
$9TM<;GE,43576,5Q,97,;<U<=B,<=,43<7,=61,J<;;6==<9J,H5=N4,30U6,45,15::G,0D594,0=G,:6O604,5Q,436,S0;6J,.<4T3,
C:<0;7?,.6,0:6,=51,0,=04<5=,5Q,;017E,B5U6:=6H,DG,436,!5=74<494<5=?,.6,30U6,16;;,6740D;<736H,:9;67,5Q,
6U<H6=T6E,0=H,59:,75T<64G,<7,16;;,6H9T046H,6=59B3,45,=54,B64,T09B34,9O,<=,0=G,75:4,5Q,J077,3G746:<0?

Right?
,9(<2(9*-'(9"$<*$4(9$".('32(-252!'22!'3()2!';$1('"('32('<2!'1R%&$-'()2!';$1:(<2()*!(%&!4(-".2(9$&/3'2!&!/(
O0:0;;6;7?,/J0B<=6,75J65=6,T30:B6H,1<43,0,T:<J6,D076H,9O5=,415,T:<46:<0e436,5D76:U04<5=7,5Q,0,;5=6,
1<4=677E,0=H,0=,<::6Q940D;6,4674,<=U5;U<=B,436,976,5Q,9:<=6?,C3<7,O6:75=,<7=N4,b974,T30:B6H,1<43,0=G,T:<J6e
736N7,T30:B6H,1<43,0,T:<J6,4304,307,D66=,H66J6H,0,c7T59:B6d,DG,59:,3<B3674,T59:47?,

Are we still talking about witchcraft?
Nope—just your run of the mill DWI prosecution based upon a urine test.
89'2$('32(V*02.(>&')3(?$&*0-()"!)0;424:('32$2(<*-(-&/!&%&)*!'(7*)M0*-3(*/*&!-'(*(/"52$!.2!'(<3"(3*4(;-24(
15:43;677,6U<H6=T6,45,T5=U<T4,=9J6:597,<=H<U<H90;7,5Q,T:<J67,436G,H<H=N4,T5JJ<4?,C5H0GE,16,J0G,0T490;;G,D6,
<&'!2--&!/('32(%&$-'(-'*/2-("9('32(7*)M0*-3('3*'(-3";04($2-;0'(9$".('32(;-2("9(;$&!2('2-'-(&!(=>,(#$"-2);'&"!-+(
C304,D0TM;073,307,40M6=,436,Q5:J,5Q,0440TM7,0B0<=74,436,=049:6,5Q,9:<=6,46747,436J76;U67E,436,O:5T677,Q5:,
"7'*&!&!/('32.:(*!4('32(.2'3"4("9(%&/3'&!/('32.(&!()";$'+

Wait, the Cake Was Made of What?
S<=T6,04,;6074,+R])E,F<==67540,307,94<;<P6H,436,M06#('2-'(9"$(52''&!/(-)&2!'&%&)(25&42!)2(729"$2(&'(252!(/2'-(
<=45,59:,T59:4:55J7?,S9:O:<7<=B;GE,0,4674,4304,307,D66=,0OO;<6H,45,6U6:G43<=B,Q:5J,O5;GB:0O37,45,-&#,
'2-'&!/(3*-(!252$("!)2(722!(;-24('"(25*0;*'2(;$&!2('2-'-+(?3&!M(*7";'('3*'W252$1(.*X"$(-)&2!'&%&)(7"41(*!4(
=60:;G,6U6:G,B5U6:=J6=4,0B6=TG,30U6,:6b6T46H,9:<=6,4674<=B,Q5:,0;T535;,T5=T6=4:04<5=E,0=H,G64,43<7,6U<H6=T6,
3*-(-".23"<(.*!*/24('"(25*42(-)$;'&!1(71(*!(25&42!'&*$1('2-'('3*'(<*-(-#2)&%&)*001(42-&/!24('"($2-#2)'('32(
"#&!&"!-("9(.*X"$(-)&2!'&%&)(7"4&2-(*!4(/"52$!.2!'(*/2!)&2-+
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C304N7,T30=B<=B?,C36,F<==67540,S9O:6J6,!59:4,307,0TT6O46H,:6U<61,5Q,04,;6074,43:66,9:<=6,4674,T0767eT0767,
136:6,436,H6Q6=H0=47,16:6,H6=<6H,436<:,:<B34,45,0,M06#9%+->(32*$&!/+(?"(4*'2:(";$(V;#$2.2(Y";$'(G'32(%&!*0(
0:D<46:,9=H6:,436,V06#9%+->,4674_,307,=54,6U6=,07M6H,436,S4046,45,0=716:,415,43:6735;H,g9674<5=7,:6B0:H<=B,
;$&!2('2-'-Z(*$2('321(/2!2$*001(*))2#'24(&!('32(-)&2!'&%&)()"..;!&'1(G3&!'Z('321(*$2(!"'J(*!4(4"('321(3*52('32(
Q59=H04<5=0;,:6;<0D<;<4G,=6T6770:G,45,6=79:6,U0;<H,0=H,:6;<0D;6,:679;47,^3<=42,=54,436,10G,F<==67540,T5=H9T47,
46747_?,&51E,5=,436,366;7,5Q,0,=04<5=1<H6,4:6=H,4510:H7,T;576:,6U0;904<5=,5Q,0;;,Q5:6=7<T,6U<H6=T6E,59:,
S9O:6J6,!59:4,307,6YO:6776H,<47,1<;;<=B=677,45,7T:94<=<P6,9:<=6,4674<=B?,/4N7,=5,T5<=T<H6=T6,4304,5=T6,436,
!59:47,745OO6H,0;;51<=B,c1<4T3,T0M6d,6YO6:47,45,4674<QG,<=,T59:4,4304,436,=9JD6:,5Q,1<4T3,4:<0;,H6T:6076H,
H:0J04<T0;;Ge436,70J6,7<4904<5=,J0G,755=,T5J6,45,O077,1<43,9:<=6ZD076H,-./,O:576T94<5=7?,

The Square Peg That Just Won’t Fit Into the Round Hole
C36,!59:4,5Q,#OO60;7,<7,0;75,B644<=B,<=45,436,J<Y?,#=G5=6,135,307,30=H;6H,0,-./,T076,<7,Q0J<;<0:,1<43,436,
c7<=B;6ZQ0T45:G,6Y<B6=TGd,H5T4:<=6,:6T6=4;G,J<=46H,DG,59:,S9O:6J6,!59:4?,/=,0,=94736;;E,43<7,H5T4:<=6,0D75;U67,
252$1(#2*)2("9%&)2$(9$".(252$(!224&!/('"("7'*&!(*(<*$$*!'('"(-2*$)3(*(=>,(-;-#2)':(72)*;-2('32&$(70""4(
0;T535;,T5=46=4,<7,c:0O<H;G,H<J<=<73<=B?d,C36,;5B<T,J0G,D6,0,D<4,45:49:6HE,0=H,436,g9674<5=7,;6Q4,9=0=716:6H,
J0G,74<;;,;55J,;0:B6,^46;6O35=<T,10::0=47,T0=,<7796,351,g9<TM;G>_E,D94,436,H5T4:<=6,<7,436,T9::6=4,74046,5Q,436,
;01,<=,F<==67540j04,;6074E,136=,<4,T5J67,45,D;55H,0=H,D:6043,4674,T0767?
A94,1304,0D594,9:<=6,46747>,A07<T,9=H6:740=H<=B,5Q,39J0=,O3G7<5;5BG,<7,0;;,4304,<4,40M67,45,M=51,4304,9:<=6,
0;T535;,T5=T6=4:04<5=,H567=N4,c:0O<H;G,H<J<=<73d,5U6:,4<J6?,/=7460HE,9:<=6,0;T535;,T5=T6=4:04<5=,740G7,;0:B6;G,
7404<TE,9O,9=4<;,436,O5<=4,136:6,436,D;0HH6:,<7,6JO4<6H?,C3<7,7<JO;6,G64,O516:Q9;,g9674<5=e136:6N7,436,
2N&/2!)1[(W$2)2!'01(.*42(&'('"('32(Y";$'("9(8##2*0-:(<3&)3(-'$;//024(-"(3*$4('"(%&!4(*(-"0;'&"!('3*'('32(,
)*-2(<*-($2.*!424(9"$(9;$'32$(%&!4&!/-+(\2$2:('"":(<2(.*1(72("!('32();-#("9(*(-"0;'&"!('"('32(.1$&*4("9(
O:5D;6J7,4304,0:<76,Q:5J,436,976,5Q,9:<=6,46747e9:<=6,46747,4304,T0J6,Q:5J,10::0=4;677,76<P9:67,1<;;,b974,,
D6,79OO:6776H?

What’s Good for the Goose Is Good for the Gander
A94,1304,<Q,9:<=6,46747,0:6,75J6351,735635:=6H,<=45,436,c7<=B;6ZQ0T45:,6Y<B6=TGd,H5T4:<=6>,.304,<Q,436,
S9O:6J6,!59:4,T:0Q4<;G,:6H67<B=7,436,J60=<=B,5Q,436,O3:0767,cB6=6:0;;G,0TT6O46Hd,0=H,cQ59=H04<5=0;;G,
:6;<0D;6d,0=H,43676,9:<=6,46747,:6J0<=,D543,0HJ<77<D;6,0=H,9=0770<;0D;6,<=,T59:4>,#:6,16,D0TM,45,35;H<=B,
0=5436:,:59=H,5Q,1<4T3,4:<0;7>
F0GD6,=54?,c%U<H6=T6d,5Q,1<4T3T:0Q4,107,=54,5=;G,J<=HZD5BB;<=B;G,1:5=BE,D94,^<:5=<T0;;G_,0;;,D94,9=0770<;0D;6?,
V0T6H,1<43,<::6Q940D;6,6U<H6=T6E,H6Q6=H0=47,<=,S0;6J,M=61,4304,436,:679;4,5Q,436<:,4:<0;,107,0,Q5:6B5=6,
T5=T;97<5=E,=0J6;G,+_,0,T5=U<T4<5=E,Q5;;516H,g9<TM;G,DG,)_,0=,6Y6T94<5=?,@:<=6,4674,4:<0;7,30U6,D66=E,DG,0=H,
;0:B6E,436,70J6,10G,Q5:,G60:7e436,!59:47,30U6,0;J574,:6;<736H,436,T30=T6,45,6YT;9H6,0=G,0446JO4,45,O:676=4,
-)&2!'&%&)(25&42!)2('"($29;'2('32(H-)&2!'&%&)I(7*-&-("9(<&')3()*M2R(,(.2*!:(;$&!2('2-'($2-;0'-(G<3""#-]J+(S;'('32(
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70J6,S9O:6J6,!59:4,4304,B:0=46H,:6U<61,5=,76U6:0;,M06#9%+->,T0767,0;75,B:0=46H,:6U<61,5=,76U6:0;,T0767,
136:6,436,H6Q6=H0=4,107,O:6T;9H6H,Q:5J,O:676=4<=B,6YO6:4,4674<J5=G,0440TM<=B,436,9:<=6,4674?,/=,436,=60:,
9;';$2:(<2()";04(52$1(<200(-22(9"$2!-&)(2N#2$'-("!)2(*/*&!(#2$.&''24('"('2-'&91(&!()";$'(*7";'W-;$#$&-2]W
Q5:6=7<T,6U<H6=T6?,C36,730J,9:<=6,4:<0;7,T9::6=4;G,D6<=B,36;H,1<;;,D6,:6O;0T6H,DG,4:9;G,0HU6:70:<0;,T5=46747,
<32$2('32(4292!4*!'(3*-('32($&/3'('"()3*002!/2('32(-'*'26-('2-'($2-;0'-(<&'3(-)&2!'&%&)(25&42!)2("9(32$("<!+(
/=,436,10M6,5Q,436,S0;6J,.<4T3,C:<0;7E,<4,107,J6=,5Q,436,T;543,0=H,5436:,;60:=6H,<=H<U<H90;7,135,7455H,9OE,
J0H6,436<:,U5<T67,360:HE,0=H,6=79:6H,4304,0=5436:,:59=H,5Q,4:0B<T0;;G,9=759=H,4:<0;7,159;H,=6U6:,T5J6,45,
O077?,&51E,5U6:,43:66,T6=49:<67,;046:E,<4,J0G,16;;,D6,4304,59:,67466J6H,0OO6;;046,T59:4,b974<T67,^7O9::6H,5=,
71(*('&$202--(4292!-2(7*$J(<&00(%&00('3*'($"02:(*!4(#;'('"($2-'(*(-&.&0*$($";!4("9('$&*0-('3*'(*$2(0*$/201(4&5"$)24(
Q:5J,D543,436,!5=74<494<5=,0=H,T5JJ5=Z76=76?
!*+,-)(./012
3.4)5671819
,**)0'#6($+*$4+5
(0J70G,$01,V<:JE,I$$!
)\a*,S=6;;<=B,#U6=96,&?E,S46?,``*
(576U<;;6E,F&,]]++`
:*641;)^K]+_,K*[Z****
<688)=911;)^a**_,a[*Z[\]R
=.>;)^K]+_,K*[Z**)\

MACDL CLE OCTOBER 7, 2011
!0=N4,0QQ5:H,436,49<4<5=,D94,:60;;G,=66H,436,<=Q5:J04<5=>,
F#!-$,ST35;0:73<O7,0U0<;0D;6,Q5:,!:<J<=0;,-6Q6=76,!$%7
Contact shannon@elkinsdefense.com to apply.
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OKAY, I’LL APOLOGIZE FOR THEM
;6$U#..$=&'@G$,**)0'#6

!"#$%&'$(')&*+,,#,&')$-(.)&')$##&,'+.#,&/#0-$#&1'&1,&$#2-.314#56&73&')#&81$,'&1'&1,&$1512(9#5:&13&')#&
(#-)'8$&*$&($)LL)(#8G$&'$*"#$*"&08$&*$&($0#@+08#8$+($(#2.9#<&8#'*:$
VA-")L#'+H#0
E;$(-'*';'2-(*00"<('32(V'*'2('"(&!'$"4;)2()2$'*&!(-)&2!'&%&)(9*)'-:(&!'"(25&42!)2(&!(*()";$'("9(0*<:(<&'3";'(
0=G,O:6H<T046,6YO6:4,4674<J5=G,4304,436,J0T3<=6,5:,O:5T677,976H,<7,0TT9:046,0=H,:6;<0D;6?,C36,;0=HJ0:M,
T076,5Q,A*+*#$<:$3&22#E,)]a,&?.?)H,]K],^F<==?,+R\\_E,"#28,4304,43<7,<7,0;;516H,D6T0976,6YO6:47,O94,<=45,O;0T6,
O:5T6H9:67E,13<T3E,&.$.)22)5#8:(-;9%&)&2!'01(X;-'&91(-3&9'&!/('32(7;$42!("9(#$""9('"('32("##"!2!'("9('32(-)&2!'&%&)(
:679;4E,45,79BB674,13G,436,:679;4,<7,=54,0TT9:046,0=H,:6;<0D;6?,/Q,=54,Q5;;516HE,Q59=H04<5=,<7,;0TM<=BE,0=H,436,
6U<H6=T6,<7,<::6;6U0=4E,0=H,<=0HJ<77<D;6?
/=,+Ra+E,59:,F<==67540,S9O:6J6,!59:4,Q0J597;G,g9546H,436,15:H7,5Q,0=,c6YO6:4N,5=,D:6043,4674<=B?,C304,
g9546,;6H,45,0=,6QQ6T4<U6;G,<=79:J59=40D;6,D0::<6:,45,0440TM<=B,436,0TT9:0TG,0=H,:6;<0D<;<4G,5Q,D:6043,4674,
J0T3<=67?,,!076,0Q46:,T076,:6b6T46H,0440TM7,5=,0TT9:0TG,0=H,:6;<0D<;<4GE,97<=B,436,70J6,g9546E,1?14)@4),.010)
7*191)A*1)B96,1C+910)41,100.92)A6)140+91)918@.D@8@A2)7191)46A)E688671CF+,,

The High Court’s original quote was:
W&.$*"#$0))1$+&0$*#(*$+'8$*"#$(&1H2+*)0$*#(*$@&<#$*"#$#XL#-*#8$0#(H2*G$Y*"&($5)H28$(##1$*)$?#$!"#$%&'
()*$)&+$,-+&(."-'/+$$0$')*$)'26$*"+*$*"#$-"#1&-+2($+0#$L0)L#0$?H*$*"+*$*"#$&'(*0H1#'*$&($&'$
5)0>&'@$)08#0:$Z[1L"+(&($+88#8\$A*+*#$).$%&''#()*+G$3#L+0*1#'*$).$NH?2&-$A+.#*6$<$]+?&(-"G$$
ECE$^:_:I8$CE$J%&'':$CP`CK
C36,J0T3<=6,436G,16:6,6Y45;;<=B,107,436,O:6T9:75:,45,F<==67540N7,/=45Y<;GP6:,J0T3<=6e436,=51Z
H<7T:6H<46H,G91.A*.82H19?)
V5:,G60:7E,436,A:60430;GP6:,:679;47,16:6,T0::<6H,<=45,T59:4,5=,0,B;<446:<=B,;<446:,5Q,!59:4,6=H5:76H,c7T<6=T6dE,
6=b5G<=B,436,<JO:<J049:,5Q,0OO6;;046,T6:40<=4GE,0=H,0,T0T3k,5Q,<=Q0;;<D<;<4G,75,74:5=BE,4304,4:<0;,T59:47,5Q46=,
:60T46H,45,0=,0440TM,5=,436,D:6043,4674,:679;47,07,=543<=B,;677,430=,;01G6:7,J<7;60H<=B,436<:,T;<6=47,Q5:,Q667?

+ ,#,O:<J6,6Y0JO;6,<7,436,O:5T6H9:6,5Q,5D76:U<=B,436,4674,79Db6T4,Q5:,D9:O<=B,9O,O577<D;6,0;T535;,J5;6T9;67E,7M61<=B,436,4674,:679;47?,C36,T0767,<B=5:6,436,

0:B9J6=4,4304E,6U6=,<Q,436,:60H<=B,5=,436,J0T3<=6,<7,O6:Q6T4E,O:546T4<=B,436,<=46B:<4G,5Q,436,70JO;6,D6<=B,J6079:6H,<7,0;75,0,T:9T<0;,O:5T6H9:6,=6T6770:G,
45, 6=79:6, D543, 0TT9:046, 0=H, :6;<0D;6, 0;T535;, T5=T6=4:04<5=, :60H<=B7?, C36, !59:47, T5=4<=9597;G, :6b6T4, T30;;6=B67, 136:6, 436, O5;<T6,*.?1) E.@81C) A6) C6)
A*1)41,100.92)6D019?.A@64E,0=H,0HJ<4,436,4674,<=45,6U<H6=T6E,0=H,73<Q4,436,D9:H6=,5Q,O:55QE,<B=5:<=B,436,3&22#$:9;<=BE,4304,0;;,5Q,43<7,<7,Q59=H04<5=0;;G,
0TT6O40D;6,5=;G,@E('32(#$")24;$2-(!2)2--*$1('"(2!-;$2($20&*7&0&'1(3*52(%&$-'(722!(9"00"<24+
) /:5=<T0;;GE,16,=51,9=H6:740=H,4304,0;;,0=,0<:,D;0=M,<7,<7,0,;6U6;<=B,594E,5:,740:4<=B,O5<=4E,5Q,P6:5?,#<:,D;0=M,46747,H5,=54,:6O5:4,0JD<6=4,0;T535;,J5;6T9;67?,

C36G,b974,:60H,436JE,0=H,740:4,436:6,07,P6:5?,S5,436,0<:,D;0=M,:679;4,4304,:60H7,?***E,:6;<6H,75,360U<;G,9O5=,DG,436,6YO6:4,g9546HE,0=H,DG,436,!59:47E,07,
#$""9("9(*));$*)1(*!4($20&*7&0&'1:(4"2-(!"'($2*001(*44('"('32()*0);0;-("9(3"<(<200('32(.*)3&!2(&-(#2$9"$.&!/]
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It is a peculiarity of the American mind that it regards any excursion into the truth as an adventure
into cynicism.
—H.L. Mencken
In a single, stunning day, Attorney Sam McCloud pulverized any further use of this once‐revered machinery
by revealing a hitherto unknown warning that had been issued by the Breathalyzer’s manufacturer.
;3#&<+2)13#&2+3&5-&')#&=-$>&-0&810'%&-$513+$%&<#36&?-&<+2)13#&2+3&5-&')#&=-$>&-0&-3#&
extraordinary man.
—Elbert Hubbard
Our High Court took notice of this apparent error, of placing the seal of the High Judicial Ring into the
Breathalyzer wax, in another landmark case, Heddan v. Dirkswager, 336 N.W.2d 54 (Minn. 1983), writing:
On September 10, 1982, Smith & Wesson Corporation, the manufacturer of the Breathalyzer
Models 900 and 900A, which are the exclusive breath‐testing apparatuses in Minnesota, issued
an advisory to all of its customers concerning radio frequency interference (RFI). The advisory
informed Smith & Wesson’s customers that “continuing investigation now suggests this early series
of breath testing instruments may be affected in an unpredictable manner by various frequencies
and power levels.” This advisory was a culmination of substantial testing by Smith & Wesson and
an independent third party.
It was ultimately discovered that test results could be affected, and wrongly reported, by the presence
of radio waves in the machine’s environment (RFI)—which is a rather large concern in a police station
environment. Even the new Intoxilyzer that replaced the Breathalyzer had to build in protection from RFI.
Recall that the false “infallibility” of the Breathalyzer had been pronounced in 1981. Even though the Heddan
court noted the error in 1983, the holding, (that the accuracy of breath test results is nearly insurmountably
proven), nevertheless survived the demise of the Breathalyzer, and was grafted, wholesale, into cases
)3*002!/&!/('32($2-;0'-("9('32(!2<:($2#0*)2.2!'(.*)3&!2W'32(,!'"N&01^2$+(>&'3";'(*!1(-)&2!'&%&)(25*0;*'&"!(*'(
all, the cases continued to assume the now discredited point, that breath tests were unassailable good science.
Along with the continued appellate holdings, (that a properly run Intoxilyzer was nigh on insurmountable
proof of an accurate and reliable test result), came the same cynical attitude, that lawyers were, still, just
ripping off their clients.3

3 In

my own seminar presentations, I have often reminded fellow lawyers, who have been confronted by more and more sophisticated breath testing
machines and software, that the Government would be unlikely to be making these attempts at greater accuracy, but for those lawyers, and their
dedicated vigilance.
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Indeed, the quote of the expert on the Breathalyzer in Habisch, later became the bedrock holding of the
appellate law of Minnesota, in Loxtercamp v. Commissioner of Public Safety, 383 N.W.2d 335 Minn. App. (1986),
a case reviewing Intoxilyzer results, not Breathalyzer results.
No longer was it just a quote purporting to espouse that properly run machines, with good air blanks and
simulator results, likely assured “proper chemicals” and that “the instrument was in working order”.
The quote had now become an endorsement of the accuracy and reliability of the test results as well.
This has been our inheritance in the case law ever since.
“Whoever is careless with the truth in small matters cannot be trusted with important matters.”
—Albert Einstein
After years of effort simply to vet the software of the machine, that was putting people in jail, taking their
0&)2!-2-(*!4(0&520&3""4-:(*!4('32&$(523&)02-:(";$(\&/3(Y";$'(%&!*001(*/$224('"(*'(02*-'(02'('32(4292!42$-(0""M(*'(
the machine’s software to see if someone other than the State and the manufacturer feels the results deserve
the weight they are given in our lives.
,'(&-(!"'(*(.2$2(*9'2$R'32R9*)'($*'&"!*0&^*'&"!('"(-*1('3*'(*00(<2(<2$2('$1&!/('"(4"(<*-(%&!4(";'(&9('3&-('3&!/(
really works well enough to be allowed have such an impact on so many lives. Even after some setback in
'32(%&!*0($;0&!/("9('32(-";$)2()"42(0&'&/*'&"!:('32$2($2.*&!(.1$&*4(-"9'<*$2(*!4(3*$4<*$2()"!)2$!-(*7";'(
the Intoxilyzer, as yet to be litigated, or which were not addressed in the litigation that has taken place.4
But as any good journalist would cry, “You buried the lead!”
I am not writing today to recite the serious issues, about hardware and software, that still remain from the
source code litigation, or about the accuracy and reliability of the test results from this machine.
I am writing a Requiem to a special class of folk, who have suffered an injustice that even the source code
litigation endorsed as a problem; one which may have led to false convictions, and license losses, and
vehicles forfeitures—not for failing the test —but for having the machine pronounce that they refused
to blow hard enough.
These are the so‐called “refusal by behavior” drivers; labeled “refusers” by a machine we now know errs in
that determination.
And no one has stepped forward on behalf of the State to apologize to the many people wrongly accused and
convicted of malingering on the test, when, indeed, they did not.
4 And this diligence has once again rid the State of a machine.

The Intoxilyzer is being replaced by another Company’s machine this year.
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These people were smugly mocked in court. Lawyers for the State successfully argued to the Judges and
juries that these people did not blow hard on purpose, and that any child could do this. Police arrogantly
swore that they knew this was so because otherwise the machine would have accepted the sample. Those
police were wrong. Those attorneys were mocking the innocent. These were people who cooperated, yet
were branded non‐cooperative.5
800(4292!-2(0*<12$-(3*52(3*4()0&2!'-(-&''&!/(&!('32&$("9%&)2-:(&!('2*$-:(&!-&-'&!/('321(702<(*-(3*$4(*-('321()";04:(
252!('"('32(#"&!'("9(31#2$52!'&0*'&!/:(<3&02('32("9%&)2$(-3";'24Z(“Blow harder! Blow harder! You aren’t
even trying. My six‐year‐old daughter can blow harder than that. Etc.”
That is, in fact, what Intoxilyzer operators are actually trained to do. We now know that the machine can
&!9"$.('32.('3*'('32(-*.#02(&-(42%&)&2!':(252!(&!()*-2-(<32$2(*(-;9%&)&2!'(-*.#02(<*-(/&52!(*'("!2(#"&!':(7;':(
because of revelations learned before and during the source code litigation, the machine could not report the
cooperative, successful, sample.
Not only that, there is a cure for this software problem, still sitting on the shelf, that was long ago provided
to Minnesota by the manufacturer, but was never installed, so as not to tarnish the caché of infallibility this
machine enjoys in the case law.
“Who can protest an injustice but does not is an accomplice to the act”.
—The Talmud
“The world is a dangerous place. Not because of the people who are evil, but because of the people
who don’t do anything about it.”
—Einstein
For years we lawyers had to sit and wonder, as the tearful client appeared sincere when insisting he or she
blew as hard as possible. Who, after all, is most likely to blow that hard, but the falsely accused malingerer?
Then, in another stunning revelation from one lawyer’s diligence, Charles Ramsey came across an e‐mail in
'32(S;$2*;("9(Y$&.&!*0(8##$232!-&"!(GSY8J:($252*0&!/:(9"$('32(%&$-'('&.2:('3*'('32(S;$2*;(3*4($;!(3;.*!('2-'-(
'3*'($252*024('32(0*'2-'(-"9'<*$2(<*-(!"'(4"&!/('32(X"7('32(-#2)&%&)*'&"!-($2P;&$24](?3&-(<*-(7*)M(&!(LAAF](

5((? 32(0*1($2*42$(.*1(*0-"(72(-';!!24('"(02*$!('3*'(*(%&$-'('&.2("992!42$:(<3"($29;-2-('2-'&!/:(&-(*;'".*'&)*001()3*$/24(<&'3(*(_$"--(`&-42.2*!"$:('3";/3:(

had the test result been obtained below .20, they would only have been charged with a misdemeanor. This means that by the machine labeling them
$29;-2$-:('321(-;992$(72&!/(3204(&!(X*&0("!('32(!&/3'("9(*$$2-':('3$22('&.2-('32(%&!2:(9";$('&.2-('32(0"--("9(0&)2!-2('&.2:('3$22('&.2-('32(4;$*'&"!("9(#$"7*'&"!(
*9'2$()"!5&)'&"!:(*!4('321(!"(0"!/2$()*!(4292!4('32.-2052-(71(7$&!/&!/(#$""9('3*'('321(<2$2(!"'(4$&5&!/(;!42$('32(&!%0;2!)2+((800('32(V'*'2(3*-('"(-3"<(
&-('3*'('321($29;-24('32('2-']((=>,(&-(!"<(&$$2025*!'+((?32()$&.2(&-(-&.#01($29;-*0('"(-;7.&'('"('32('2-']((?32(V'*'2(!224(!"'(#$"52(&.#*&$.2!'(721"!4(*(
reasonable doubt anymore. The crime was committed at the stationhouse.
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?3";/3(*(-;-'*&!24(7$2*'3("9(C+C(0&'2$-:(*'(*(-'$"!/(2!";/3(#$2--;$2:(<*-(-;##"-24('"(72(422.24(*(-;9%&)&2!'(
sample, the machine actually was requiring a greater volume than the specs ordered, if people blew harder,
and some, who blew tremendously hard, had their samples completely rejected.
a2'(*00('32(.*)3&!2(4&4(<*-($2#"$'(Hb22#(S0"<&!/I:(-&/!&91&!/('"('32("9%&)2$c"#2$*'"$('3*'(*(-;9%&)&2!'(-*.#02(
had not been given.
Later, police would swear in Court that the person did not try, and that the volume shown on the report
proves this. But that report shows only the last volume, not the successful, earlier one, that was not accepted.
That’s right. Ironically, what actually caused these people to be falsely accused of refusing, was the BCA
'$*&!&!/('"(1200Z(Hb22#(S0"<&!/WS0"<(\*$42$WS0"<(\*$42$]I(<3&)3('32(H2N#2$'-I(*!4('32&$(#"0&)2(#;#&0-(
so cavalierly espoused in Court as gospel.
In the source code litigation it was determined not only that this was so, but also that the machine was
!"<('*M&!/(."$2('&.2('"(%&/;$2(H-0"#2I(*!4()";04(I.&--I(*(-;9%&)&2!'(-*.#02:(*!4(9*&0('"($2#"$'(&':(&!4224:(
2$$"!2";-01(0*720(&'(42%&)&2!']6
In the ruling in the source code litigation, presided over by the Hon. Jerome Abrams, his Honor noted that one
SY8(2N#2$'(9";!4('3&-(#"'2!'&*0(9"$(9*&0&!/('"($2#"$'()""#2$*'&52:(-;9%&)&2!'(-*.#02-(H*()"!)2$!I($*'32$('3*!(*(
#$"702.:(*!4(*4.&''24('32(-"9'<*$2(%&N(<*-(!"'(;-24(so as not to exacerbate the source code litigation.
8!"'32$(SY8(2N#2$':('32("!2(<3"(4&-)"52$24('32('<"()*;-2-("9(0*720&!/(-;9%&)&2!'(-*.#02-(*-(42%&)&2!'(
-*.#02-:(*!4("9(!"'(!"'&91&!/('32("#2$*'"$("9('32(-;9%&)&2!'(-*.#02:(*4.&''24('32(SY8(4&4(!"'(%&N('32(#$"702.(
72)*;-2('32(8''"$!21(_2!2$*06-("9%&)2(<*-(-0"<&!/('32.(4"<!("!('3&-+7
Judge Abrams wrote:
…it appears the BCA was aware from the fall of 2006 onward that a change in the source code was
made that caused, under some circumstances, previously acceptable breath samples to be rejected.
This software, version 240, continues to be used with knowledge of this problem, and without
change or correction by the BCA.

6 Slope detection is ostensibly to determine whether mouth alcohol is improperly being measured instead of lung alcohol. A change in the software as to

3"<(-0"#2(<*-(42'2$.&!24(.*42(&'(#"--&702(9"$(-;9%&)&2!'(-*.#02-('"(/"(;!*))2#'24:(72)*;-2('32(-0"#2(42'2$.&!*'&"!(<*-(!"<('*M&!/(0"!/2$:(*!4(<*-(
!"'(12'()".#02'2(<32!('32(-;7X2)'(702<('32(#$"#2$(-*.#02+((d"0&)2(<";04(3*52(!"(&42*(*(-;9%&)&2!'(-*.#02(3*4(722!(/&52!+(?3&-(&-('32(%&N(&!('32(-"9'<*$2(
that the Intoxilyzer manufacturer, upon learning of the problem, long ago sent us, and which Minnesota refused to install.

7 (\2(%&$-'(42!&24(M!"<&!/(*(%&N(<*-(-2!'(71('32(.*!;9*)';$2$('"()"$$2)'('32(#$"702.:(7;'(3&-(.2."$1(<*-(H$29$2-324I("!()$"--(2N*.&!*'&"!:(*!4('32!(32(

even remembered the reasons why they did not install the repair software, to alleviate false reports of refusals. “The Attorney General was slowing
them down.”
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The Court’s Order deems those refusals inadmissible without additional, admissible, circumstantial evidence
of refusal.
It is to those who suffered the accusation, the mocking in court, the many, many consequences, and often,
even the skepticism of their own lawyers, to whom I have written this Requiem.
It is on their behalf that I say to all the State’s lawyers and police who, in Court, smugly accused and cast
aspersions on the character of these people over the years—people who were protesting their innocence,
which in many cases was real—shame on you. Who among you did this, and now sit at home with the
knowledge that the fellow or the lady was telling the truth? What have you done about it?
It is to those people who suffered that I say: “I’m sorry.”
Don’t expect an apology from the very agents who suppressed the available software that could avoid
this injustice, knowing this was happening.
Some drivers were malingering. Some played games with the test. Some malingered, but eventually
cooperated when scolded.
And some blew in good faith from the get go, so hard, they tired.
It is to you, too little too late, that I promise, as a sage once put it:
To Protect God’s Children Who Have Fallen Short Of Perfection From The Wrath Of Those Who Are
Certain They Have Attained It.

Jeffrey B. Ring & Associates
Attorneys at Law
The Interchange Tower
600 South Hwy 169
St. Louis Park, MN 55426
Phone: (952) 797‐RING [(952) 797‐7464]
Fax: (952) 797‐9555
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Practice Tips: Receiving Phone Calls From Jail
.6:6,G59,010:6,4304,<4,<7,0,T:<J6,Q5:,0,b0<;,45,T30:B6,G59,5:,G59:,T;<6=47,45,T0;;,G59>,V5:,
43576,O:0T4<4<5=6:7,<=,O:<U046,O:0T4<T6E,6U6:G,4<J6,G59,1:<46,4304,T36TM,45,!5::6T4<5=0;,
A<;;<=B,5:,0=G,5436:,T5JO0=G,O:5U<H<=B,79T3,76:U<T67E,G59,J0G,10=4,45,43<=M,41<T6?,
F<==67540,S404946,[a+?+*,J0M67,<4,0,J<7H6J60=5:,5QQ6=76,Q5:,0,;5T0;,5:,74046,
T5::6T4<5=0;,Q0T<;<4G,45,H6=G,<=J0467,0TT677,45,Q:66E,O:<U046,46;6O35=6,0TT677,Q5:,436,
O9:O5767,5Q,T5=79;404<5=,1<43,0=,0445:=6G?,,/=,0HH<4<5=E,436,7404946,O:5U<H67,Q5:,0,h+**,
T<U<;,O6=0;4G,45,436,O6:75=,0BB:<6U6H?,C36,5=;G,6YT6O4<5=,<7,<=,T0767,16:6,<JJ<=6=4,
H0=B6:,5Q,67T0O6,5:,<=b9:G,6Y<747?,
S5E,D6Q5:6,G59,7<B=,4304,T36TME,T5=7<H6:,T5=40T4<=B,436,b0<;,0=H,D<;;<=B,T5JO0=G,0=H,
;644<=B,436J,M=51,436<:,0T4<5=7,T5=74<4946,0,T:<J6?,,
%:<T,&6;75=E,,**)0'#6
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SLEEPING IT OFF IN THE CAR: STATE V. FLECK AND THE
CONTINUED IMPORT OF SWALLOWING ONE’S KEYS.
By Adam T. Johnson

The guilty one is not he who commits the sin, but the one who causes the darkness.
—Victor Hugo
To one not versed in the hackneyed drudgery that is the DWI law morass, the proposition that a person can
72()"!5&)'24("9(4$&5&!/(<3&02(&.#*&$24(9"$(3&));##&!/('32(!&/3'(*<*1(&!('32(4$&52$e-(-2*'("9(*(#*$M24(*!4(
non‐running but otherwise operable car borders on the absurd. It is counter‐intuitive that a person should
commit a crime by leaving the house and passing out in the family Ford (or Chevy—the author is impartial).
Nonsensically, this is precisely the conduct that is, and has been, proscribed by Minnesota law for decades.
This past year, in State of Minnesota v. Daryl Fleck:('32(`&!!2-"'*(V;#$2.2(Y";$'($2)2!'01($2*9%&$.24('32(
7$"*4(2!)".#*--.2!'('3*'(&-('32(H#31-&)*0()"!'$"0I(-#2)&2-("9('32(=>,(-'*';'2:(*9%&$.&!/(*()"!5&)'&"!(<32$2(
'32(4292!4*!'(<*-(9";!4(*-022#(&!(3&-(#*$M24()*$(&!(*!(*--&/!24($2-&42!'&*0(#*$M&!/(-'*00(<&'3('32(4$&52$e-(
door open, keys in the center console, no devices of the vehicle in operation, and where the evidence showed
that the vehicle had not recently been operated.1 While the ultimate holding of the Court was less than
groundbreaking under existing precedent, the opinion serves as a reminder of the generous reading
accorded the statute, and more interestingly, entices practical (and academic) observations on just what is
“physical control” and the contrary. Broader yet, the penning of Fleck invites discussion on the very propriety
of charges made under the “physical control” specimen, and whether that language is, at bottom, fair. It is the
position of this article that the “physical control” convention casts a shadow that is too comprehensive, and
that reform is eminently in need.2
Y"!5&)'&"!-(#$2.&-24("!(*(%&!4&!/("9(H#31-&)*0()"!'$"0I(*$2(!2)2--*$&01(*$$&524(*'(71(*!(2N*.&!*'&"!("9('32(
-#2)&%&)(9*)'-(&!(*''2!4*!)2(&!(*!1(/&52!()*-2+(?3*'(#0*&!($2*0&'1(<&00($2.*&!(;!*0'2$24(!"(.*''2$(<3*'(
42%&!&'&"!(&-(/&52!('3"-2(<"$4-:(*!4('32(*;'3"$(<";04(72(&!(2$$"$('"(#$2-;.2("'32$<&-2+(f;*!)2(&-(!;*!)2:(
and the facts are to be litigated for a fee: there is no overcoming that artful achievement of ravenous
barristers. Yet despite the stretching of words, there is undeniably a proximal and temporal line dividing
what is and what is not “physical control”. It is the project of this article to elucidate the practical
;!42$-'*!4&!/("9('3"-2(<"$4-:('32(X;-'&%&)*'&"!-(9"$('3*'(;!42$-'*!4&!/:(*!4('"(#$"#"-2(<31('32(."42$!(
conception of “physical control” is less about cause‐in‐fact DWI prosecutions, and more about DWI
deterrence—and ultimately the unfair penalization of the ability to act rather than the act itself.
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The Current Statute
C36,O:5U<7<5=7,5Q,!30O46:,+KR#,4304,764,Q5:43,436,6;6J6=47,0=H,T:<J<=0;<P6,436,H:<U<=B,5Q,0,J545:,U63<T;6,
13<;6,<JO0<:6H,0:6,35976H,04,F<==?,S404?,n,+KR#?)*?`,S9DH<U<7<5=,5=6,5Q,4304,76T4<5=,O:5U<H67E,<=,O6:4<=6=4,
O0:4E,4304,cl<m4,<7,0,T:<J6,Q5:,0=G,O6:75=,45,H:<U6E,5O6:046E,5:,D6,<=,O3G7<T0;,T5=4:5;,5Q,0=G,J545:,U63<T;6,,
l13<;6,<JO0<:6HE,oT?m?d[,C304,O:5U<7<5=,H<:6T47,1304,H6B:66,5Q,39J0=,U5;<4<5=,<7,=6T6770:G,45,0T490;<P6,
T:<J<=0;,;<0D<;<4G?],c-:<U6d,0=H,c5O6:046d,0:6,74:0<B34,Q5:10:H,6=59B3E,0=H,43576,46:J7,30U6,D66=,0TT5:H6H,
7T0=4,T5=74:9T4<5=,DG,436,T59:47?K,/4,<7,436,cO3G7<T0;,T5=4:5;d,6Y4:0T4,4304,307,D66=,436,<JO6497,Q5:,75,,
J9T3,;01G6:<=B?
#7,436,D6B<==<=B,45,43<7,O<6T6,<=4<J0467E,436,T59:47,30U6,1:674;6H,5U6:,436,O:5O6:,J60=<=B,5Q,436,46:J<=5;5BG,
4304,<7,436,T6=46:O<6T6,5Q,43<7,0:4<T;6?,M2#->,107,0=G43<=B,D94,<==5U04<U6?,(0436:E,<4,107,0,:6<46:04<5=,5Q,O:6T6H6=4,
'3*'();0.&!*'24(&!(*!(2N)2--&5201($2*)3&!/(42%&!&'&"!("9(<3*'(&'(&-('"()"..&'(*(4$&5&!/(<3&02(&.#*&$24()$&.2+

State of Minnesota v. Daryl Fleck
#4,++2`*,O?J?,5=,W9=6,++E,)**\E,O5;<T6,:67O5=H6H,45,0,T0;;,Q:5J,0,T5=T6:=6H,T<4<P6=,135,30H,1<4=6776H,0=,
9=T5=7T<597,J0=,<=,0,U63<T;6,<=,436,O0:M<=B,;54,5Q,36:,0O0:4J6=4,T5JO;6Y?\(?32(.*!(<*-(&!('32(4$&52$e-(-2*'(
"9('32(523&)02(<&'3('32(4""$("#2!+(@#"!(*$$&5*0:("9%&)2$-(9";!4('32(.*!W=*$10(g02)MW*-022#(723&!4('32(
1366;,5Q,3<7,U63<T;6E,13<T3,107,;6B0;;G,O0:M6H,<=,0=,077<B=6H,7O0T6,04,436,0O0:4J6=4,D9<;H<=B,136:6,36,;<U6H?,
89'2$(72&!/(*<*M2!24(71('32("9%&)2$-:(`$+(g02)M(*4.&''24('"(4$&!M&!/(CA('"(CL(722$-:(7;'(42!&24(4$&5&!/('32(
523&)02+(\2(%&$-'('"04('32("9%&)2$-('3*'(32(3*4()".2('"('32()*$('"($2'$&252(-".2'3&!/(7;'(0*'2$(2N#$2--24('3*'(32(
30H,T5J6,594,45,7<4,<=,436,T0:?a,C3:66,6JO4G,D66:,T0=7,l/,O:6Q6:,45,<J0B<=6,<4,107,!0:;7D6:B,p<=40B6m,16:6,
9";!4(;!42$(*(70*!M2'("!('32(#*--2!/2$e-(-2*'+(?32("9%&)2$-()"!)0;424('3*'('32(523&)02(3*4(!"'($2)2!'01(722!(
H:<U6=,D6T0976,436,U63<T;6,107,cT5;H,45,436,459T3Ed,436,;<B347,16:6,=54,5=E,0=H,<4,H<H,=54,0OO60:,4304,436,
523&)02(3*4(722!($;!!&!/+(?32("9%&)2$-(4&4:(3"<252$:(!"'&)2(*(-2'("9(&/!&'&"!(M21-(&!('32(523&)02e-()2!'2$(
)"!-"02+(E9%&)2$-(*0-"(!"'&)24('3"-2()&$);.-'*!)2-('3*'(*$2('32(;-;*0(*))";'$2.2!'-("9('32&$(*452!';$2-Z(
D;55H7354,0=H,1046:G,6G67E,7;9::6H,7O66T3E,O55:,D0;0=T6E,H<736U6;6H,;55ME,7T6=47,5Q,0;T535;E,oT?,S9D76g96=4,
4674<=B,5Q,F:?,V;6TM,:6U60;6H,0,D;55H,0;T535;,T5=T6=4:04<5=,5Q,*?+a?
?32($2)"$4(&!4&)*'24('3*'("!('32(!&/3'("9(3&-(*$$2-':(`$+(g02)M(&!9"$.24("!2("9('32("9%&)2$-('3*'('32(523&)02(
<*-("#2$*702:(*0'3";/3('32$2(<*-(!"'3&!/(&!('32($2)"$4(&!4&)*'&!/('3*'('32("9%&)2$-(&!42#2!42!'01(52$&%&24(
'3*'(9*)'+(V3"$'01(729"$2(`$+(g02)M6-('$&*0:("!2("9('32("9%&)2$-(*''2.#'24('"(-'*$'('32(523&)02(<&'3('32(M21-(
Q59=H,<=,436,T6=46:,T5=75;6,436,=<B34,5Q,F:?,V;6TMN7,0::674?,.3<;6,436,M6G,49:=6H,<=,436,<B=<4<5=E,436,U63<T;6,
159;H,=54,740:4?,#4,0,79D76g96=4,4:<0;E,0,b9:G,Q59=H,F:?,V;6TM,B9<;4G,5Q,-./?
`$+(g02)M(*##2*024:(*$/;&!/('3*'('32(25&42!)2(<*-(&!-;9%&)&2!'('"(-;##"$'(3&-()"!5&)'&"!-(9"$(=>,+(?32(
`&!!2-"'*(Y";$'("9(8##2*0-:(*!4(-;7-2P;2!'01('32(`&!!2-"'*(V;#$2.2(Y";$':(*9%&$.24('32()"!5&)'&"!-+R,,
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The decisions reached by the appellate courts were premised on a line of cases reaching back to 1981,10
*!4(&'(<*-(71(*!*0"/;2-('"('3"-2()*-2-('3*'('32(*##200*'2()";$'-(252!';*001(*9%&$.24(`$+(g02)Me-()"!5&)'&"!-+11
On appeal, Mr. Fleck cited to the facts underlying State v. Pazderski12 as identical to the facts of his case.13 In
Pazderski, the facts were substantially as follows: On May 4, 1983, the defendant drove to two neighborhood
taverns and had some drinks.14 He returned home around midnight, and parked his car on an apron adjacent
to a detached garage next to his home that was co‐occupied by his girlfriend. Mr. Pazderski exited his car,
walked to the back door of the house, and took a couple of steps inside with the intention of going to sleep.
As he was a few steps inside the home, he thought it best to avoid a potential argument with his girlfriend
G<3&)3:(*-(*(.2.72$("9(d*^42$-M&e-(-2N:('32(*;'3"$(422.-(*($2*-"!*702(.2*-;$2J(*!4(42)&424('"($2';$!('"(
the car to sleep there for the night. He locked the back door to the house, returned to the car, and fell asleep
in the front seat.
8(92<(3";$-(0*'2$:(`$+(d*^42$-M&e-(/&$09$&2!4(*<"M2(*!4(9$".(*(<&!4"<("7-2$524(32$(7"19$&2!4e-(#*$M24()*$+(
However, she could not locate him and out of a concern for his whereabouts, called the police. At approximately
UZAA(*+.+:(*!("9%&)2$(*$$&524(*!4(0")*'24(`$+(d*^42$-M&(&!('32(9$"!'(-2*'("9('32(523&)02(<&'3(3&-(32*4("52$('"<*$4(
the passenger side. The car was not running, the keys were not in the ignition, and there was no evidence that
the car had been driven in recent history. Further, and as found by the court that decided Pazderski, there were
no facts in the record that supported any inference other than that Mr. Pazderski had been soundly sleeping
and had the intention of sleeping the rest of the night in his car. A subsequent breath test revealed an alcohol
concentration of .17, and Mr. Pazderski was later convicted for being in physical control of a motor vehicle in
violation of the DWI laws. On appeal, the Court of Appeals reversed the conviction, opining that “[b]eing in the
9$"!'(-2*'(*0"!2:(<&'3";'(."$2:(&-(&!-;9%&)&2!'('"(;#3"04(h'32i()"!5&)'&"!+I
In deciding Fleck:('32(Y";$'("9(8##2*0-(4&-'&!/;&-324('32(9*)'-("9(=*$10(g02)Me-()*-2(<&'3('3"-2("9(Pazderski,
holding “that the overall situation of Fleck is distinguishable from that of Pazderski” and that the evidence was
"'32$<&-2(-;9%&)&2!'('"(-;##"$'('32()"!5&)'&"!-+15 A scrutiny of the two cases yields substantially similar factual
scenarios.16 The master‐stroke against Mr. Fleck appears to have been his possession of the ignition key.
E!($25&2<:('32(`&!!2-"'*(V;#$2.2(Y";$'(/;*$*!'224(`$+(g02)Me-()"!5&)'&"!-+17 There, the court sermonized
"!('32(#;$#"-2-(;!42$01&!/('32("992!-2("9(72&!/(&!(#31-&)*0()"!'$"0(<3&02(;!42$('32(&!%0;2!)2("9(*0)"3"0:(*-(
“to deter intoxicated persons from getting into vehicles except as passengers and to act as a preventive
.2*-;$2('"(j2!*702('32(4$;!M2!(4$&52$('"(72(*##$232!424(729"$2(32(-'$&M2-+eI(G?32$2(&-(-".2'3&!/(*7";'('3&-(
wording that invariably conjures up imagery of the “drunken driver” as some mischievous rattlesnake waiting
in the bush, keys jingling like a tail in warning). At any rate, Mr. Fleck stands today a convicted man.
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Origins of “Physical Control”
Hd31-&)*0()"!'$"0I(<*-()"!-&42$24(71(*!(*##200*'2(*;'3"$&'1(9"$('32(%&$-'('&.2(&!('32(CTkA-+(E!(E)'"72$(LF:(
+R\aE,436,';6=T56,I5;<T6,-6O0:4J6=4,:6T6<U6H,0,T0;;,4304,0D594,7<Y,J<;67,5947<H6,5Q,451=E,0,J0=,107,;G<=B,
9=H6:=6043,3<7,U63<T;6,O0:M6H,5=,436,7359;H6:,5Q,436,T59=4G,3<B310G?+a(E!(*$$&5&!/:("9%&)2$-(0")*'24('32(
523&)02(*!4(9";!4(*(.*!(*-022#(&!('32(9$"!'(4$&52$e-(-2*'(*!4(02*!&!/(*/*&!-'('32(-'22$&!/(<3220+(E9%&)2$-(
4359B34,4304,436,J545:,45,436,O<TM9O,107,:9==<=BE,D94,16:6,9=0D;6,45,4674<QG,1<43,0=G,H6B:66,5Q,T6:40<=4G,
$2/*$4&!/('32(.*''2$+(?32(M21:(3"<252$:(<*-(&!('32(&/!&'&"!+(?32(.*!W&42!'&%&24(*-(=*5&4(K;!)2<-M&W9*&024(,
*(!;.72$("9(%&204(-"7$&2'1('2-'-(*!4(*(#$20&.&!*$1(-)$22!&!/('2-'+(8'('32(-32$&99e-("9%&)2:(`$+(K;!)2<-M&(
:6Q976H,45,79DJ<4,45,T36J<T0;,4674<=B,Q5:,<=45Y<T04<5=?
`$+(K;!)2<-M&e-()*-2(252!';*001(9";!4(&'-(<*1('"('32(-'*'2e-(3&/32-'()";$'+(?32$2:('32()";$'(<*-()"!9$"!'24(
<&'3(*(.*''2$("9(%&$-'(&.#$2--&"!(&!(&'-('*-M('"(4&-)2$!('32(02/&-0*'&52(&!'2!'(723&!4('32(<"$4-(H#31-&)*0(
T5=4:5;d?+R(?32()";$'e-(252!';*0(42)&-&"!(<*-('32(#$"4;)'("9('$*4&'&"!*0(425&)2-("9(-'*';'"$1()"!-'$;)'&"!:(
#;70&)(#"0&)1(*!*01-&-:(*!4('32(&.#"$'*'&"!("9(0*<(*!4(#"0&)1(9$".("'32$(-'*'2-+(E9(-#2)&*0(-&/!&%&)*!)2:('32(
)";$'(!"'24('3*'(02--('3*!('<"(."!'3-(729"$2(K;!)2<-M&e-(*$$2-':('32(=>,(0*<(<*-(*.2!424('"(."4&91('32(
:6g9<:6J6=4,4304,0,H:<U6:,D6,<=,c0T490;,O3G7<T0;,T5=4:5;d,DG,:6J5U<=B,436,46:J,c0T490;d,Q:5J,436,7404946,?)*,
C36,T59:4,U<616H,4304,0;46:04<5=,07,0,J5U6,DG,436,cF<==67540,$6B<7;049:6j45,T5U6:,436,D:50H674,O577<D;6,
:0=B6,5Q,T5=H9T4????d,cAG,6;<J<=04<=B,5=6,g90;<QG<=B,0Hb6T4<U6Ed,70<H,436,T59:4E,c436,;6B<7;049:6,<=46=H6H,4304,,
436,7404946,D6,B<U6=,436,D:50H674,O577<D;6,6QQ6T4?d
S<=T6,436,35;H<=B,<=,UH'-#5(>&E,0,O;6435:0,5Q,;<M6,T0767,30U6,T5J6,0=H,B5=6e436,594T5J6,<=,60T3,H6O6=H<=B,
5=,436,<H<57G=T:04<T,T<:T9J740=T67,<=,O;0G?,C36,T5JJ5=,43:60H,5D76:U6HE,0=H,436,459T3745=6,5Q,T9;O0D<;<4GE,
3*-(;0'&.*'201(722!('32(523&)02e-("#2$*7&0&'1(*!4('32(9*)&0&'1("9(*(#2$-"!('"(#;'('32(523&)02(&!'"(."'&"!(*'('32(
O9D;<T,O6:<;?)+, #7,0Q5:6J6=4<5=6HE,43<7,0:4<T;6,<7,=54,<=46=H6H,07,0=,6Y30974<U6,46;;<=B,5Q,cO3G7<T0;,T5=4:5;d,
T0767E,D94,:0436:E,<7,Q5T976H,5=,436,O5;<TG,D07<7,5Q,T9::6=4,cO3G7<T0;,T5=4:5;d,H5T4:<=6,0=H,436,5U6:0;;,
;6B<4<J0TG,5Q,4304,H5T4:<=6,1<43<=,436,<=46:6747,5Q,b974<T6?,

Public Policy of “Physical Control”
I9D;<T,O5;<TG,c766M7,45,O:546T4,75T<64G,Q:5J,76:<597,D:60T367,<=,436,75T<0;,Q0D:<T,13<T3,43:6046=,B:0U6,30:J,45,
O6:75=7,5:,O:5O6:4G?d)),/=,)**a,0;5=6E,F<==67540,:50H7,16:6,3574,45,`*EK]`,-./,5QQ6=767E,H51=,Q:5J,436,
``E)`K,436,G60:,O:6U<597?)`,@=0U5<H0D;GE,43576,=9JD6:7,:6O:676=4,0,76:<597,O9D;<T,70Q64G,<7796E,0=H,436,O5;<TG,
5Q,436,-./,;01,<7,5DU<597,6=59B32,45,O:546T4,;<Q6E,;<JD,0=H,O:5O6:4G,Q:5J,H674:9T4<5=?,/=,0=,6QQ5:4,45,H646:,
#"'2!'&*0(&.#*&$24(4$&52$-:('32(02/&-0*';$2(3*-(&!)"$#"$*'24(*(-&/!&%&)*!'(*.";!'("9(!"!R4$&5&!/()"!4;)'(<&'3&!(
436,6=U<:5=,5Q,cH:9=M,H:<U<=Bd?,#TT5:H<=B,45,436<:,15=4E,436,T59:47,30U6,0D6446H,4304,;6B<7;04<U6,<=46=4?)[
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#7,436,9=O:6T6H6=46H,46T3=5;5B<T0;,0HU0=T67,5Q,436,416=4<643,T6=49:G,D;5775J6HE,;017,:6;04<=B,45,
&!'"N&)*'&!/(0&P;"$-(!2)2--*$&01(2N#*!424+(E!(V2#'2.72$(U:(CBlT('32(%&$-'(-2--&"!("9('32(m2/&-0*'&52(8--2.701(
5Q,436,C6::<45:G,5Q,F<==67540,107,T5=U6=6H?)],L=,&5U6JD6:,+,5Q,4304,G60:E,436,#776JD;G,0Hb59:=6H,0Q46:,
#*--&!/('32(%&$-'(0*<-("9('32(?2$$&'"$1+)K,C36=E,;017,:6;046H,45,436,O9D;<T,360;43,0=H,16;Q0:6,T5=40<=6H,5=;G,5=6,
0;T535;Z:6;046H,76T4<5=E,J0M<=B,<4,0,T:<J6,45,0H9;46:046,;<g95:,Q5:,436,O9:O576,5Q,70;6?)\,C36,46:J7,c0945J5D<;6d,
*!4(H."'"$(523&)02I(%&$-'()$2#'(&!'"('32(`&!!2-"'*(0*<-(&!(CTAU+)a(V3"$'01('32$2*9'2$:('32(02/&-0*';$2(-*<(%&'('"(
#$"-)$&72('32("#2$*'&"!("9('32(!2<(.*)3&!2-(71(#2$-"!-(;!42$('32(&!%0;2!)2("9(&!'"N&)*'&!/(0&P;"$-Z(&!(CTCC:(
436,;6B<7;049:6,O:5U<H6H,4304,cl1m35756U6:,5O6:0467,0,J545:ZU63<T;6,13<;6,<=,0=,<=45Y<T046H,T5=H<4<5=E,730;;,D6,
B9<;4G,5Q,0,J<7H6J60=5:?d)R,/4,0OO60:6H,43576,35:76;677,T0::<0B67,T:6046H,0,O9D;<T,70Q64G,:<7M?
8'(%&$-':(0*<-($20*'&!/('"(&.#*&$24(4$&5&!/(<2$2(9*$(9$".('32(<27('321(*$2('"4*1+(S1()"!'$*-':('32(LACA(
74049467,0=H,0HJ<=<74:04<U6,:9;67,:6;046H,45,H:9=M,H:<U<=B,0=H,;<T6=7<=B,H6QG,40;;G<=BE,0=H,0:6,75,=9J6:597,
0=H,T5JO;6Y,4304,6U6=,436,J574,7M<;;6H,O:0T4<4<5=6:,307,0,7T0:,5=,3<7,5:,3<745:G,DG,30U<=B,J<70OO:636=H6H,
436J,04,;6074,5=T6,<=,5O6=,T59:4?,A94,79T3,<7,59:,O574Z,J5H6:=,T<U<;<P04<5=f,0=,<=T:607<=B;G,T5JO;6Y,75T<64G,
$2P;&$2-(&!)$2*-&!/01()".#02N($2/;0*'&"!+(n2%02)'24(&!('3*'()*'*)".7("9(02/*02-2(&-(*!(*##$"#$&*'2(7*0*!)&!/(
5Q,436,O9D;<T,16;Q0:6,0=H,<=H<U<H90;,:<B347,0=H,<=46:6747e5:,75,16,7359;H,43<=M?
$5=B,D6Q5:6,436,F<==67540,S9O:6J6,!59:4,H6T<H6H,UH'-#5(>&E,436,T59:47,30H,:6T5B=<P6H,4304,;017,O:53<D<4<=B,0,
O6:75=,Q:5J,H:<U<=B,0,T0:,13<;6,<=45Y<T046H,0:6,c:6J6H<0;d,<=,=049:6E,0=H,T5=76g96=4;GE,0:6,45,D6,c;<D6:0;;G,
<=46:O:646H,<=,Q0U5:,5Q,436,O9D;<T,<=46:674,0=H,0B0<=74,436,O:<U046,<=46:6747,5Q,436,H:<U6:7,<=U5;U6H?d`*,C397E,136=,
436,;6B<7;049:6,0J6=H6H,c0T490;,O3G7<T0;,T5=4:5;d,45,cO3G7<T0;,T5=4:5;dE,<4,107,5D76:U6H,4304,436,;6B<7;049:6,
<=46=H6H,45,B<U6,436,7404946,436,cD:50H674,O577<D;6,6QQ6T4d,0=H,cT5U6:,436,D:50H674,O577<D;6,:0=B6,5Q,T5=H9T4d?`+,
?32(#$&.*$1(X;-'&%&)*'&"!(9"$(-;)3(*()"!-'$;)'&"!(<*-('32(-'*';'2e-()"!-2P;2!'(42'2$$2!'(2992)'+`),/=,735:4E,436,
6YO0=H6H,:60H<=B,5Q,436,:6;6U0=4,7404945:G,46:J7,107,0<J6H,04,H646::<=B,0,H:9=M6=,<=H<U<H90;,Q:5J,6=46:<=B,,
0,U63<T;6,6YT6O4,07,0,O0776=B6:E,:6B0:H;677,5Q,0=G,<=46=4<5=,5:,J54<U04<5=,45,O94,436,U63<T;6,<=,J54<5=,5:,6U6=,
49:=,436,6=B<=6,5U6:?,C36,6YO0=7<U6,:60H<=B,5Q,cO3G7<T0;,T5=4:5;d,<7,O:5D;6J04<TE,0=H,6Y4:0U0B0=4;G,0=40B5=<74<T,
45,436,<=46:6747,5Q,436,<=H<U<H90;?,$6B<7;04<U6,:6Q5:J,<7,=66H6H?

The Nuisance of “Physical Control”
/Q,436,5=;G,5Db6T4<U6,5Q,!30O46:,+KR#,<7,45,O:5J546,436,O9D;<T,16;Q0:6E,436=,436,T9::6=4,T5=74:9T4<5=,B<U6=,
cO3G7<T0;,T5=4:5;d,<7,O:5D0D;G,455,0#(*0&-*&<#?,"516U6:,436:6,0:6,5436:,<=46:6747,04,740M6?,/Q,6U6=,:0:6;G,
H<7T9776HE,<JO5:40=4,:<B347,0=H,O:<U<;6B67,0:6,6=b5G6H,DG,<=45Y<T046H,O6:75=7?``,/Q,43<7,16:6,=54,436,T076E,
436=,436,;6B<7;049:6,T59;H,07,g9<TM;G,O:53<D<4,H:<U<=B,DG,0=G,O6:75=,135,307,6U6:,40M6=,0,7<=B;6,=<Oe0,
=5ZH:5O,O5;<TG,07,0HU5T046H,Q5:,DG,9=J6=4<5=0D;6,30:O<=B,;5DDG<747,0=H,+1&-&?,L9:,;01ZJ0M6:7,30U6,T3576=,
=5,79T3,T59:76f,436:6,<7,:67O6T4,Q5:,59:,0;;510=T67,45,6=b5G,0,D9JO6:,07,Q:66,J6=,0=H,15J6=E,0=H,<Q,436,
0;T535;,T5=46=4,5Q,59:,D;55H,<7,79<40D;6E,45,H:<U6,35J6,45,59:,7;66OZ=9JD6:7?`[,C36,O9PP;6,436=E,<7,5=6,5Q,
;<=6ZH:01<=BE,5:,74046H,H<QQ6:6=4;G2,40M<=B,<=,436,O:<U046,0=H,O9D;<T,<=46:6747E,1304,T5=H9T4,<7,0OO:5O:<046,,
Q5:,O:57T:<O4<5=,0=H,1304,<7,=54,^5:,04,;6074,10::0=4<=B,5Q,;6776:,O9=<73J6=4_>
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As stated previously, it is the purpose of the “physical control” specimen to deter an intoxicated person from
entering a car except as a passenger. The consequence is that a great deal of non‐dangerous non‐driving
conduct is treated no differently than dangerous driving. As inequitable as it is, a person who enters a vehicle
on his driveway with the intention of sleeping, who engages the emergency brake, tucks the key safely under
'32(%0""$(.*':($2)0&!2-('32(-2*':(*!4(#*--2-(";':(&-(*-();0#*702(*-('32(0;!*'&)(<3"(3*-'2!-(4"<!('32(<$"!/(-&42(
of the interstate highway at top speeds. All other things being equal, these persons are charged with the
same offense.35(8'('32('&.2("9('3&-(<$&'&!/:(*(%&$-'('&.2(=>,("992!-2(&-(*(.&-42.2*!"$(*!4(&-(#;!&-3*702(71(*(
.*N&.;.(TA(4*1-(&!('32()";!'1("$(*(oC:AAA(%&!2("$(7"'3+36(,!(*44&'&"!('"(X*&0(*!4(*(%&!2:('32(#2$-"!e-(4$&52$e-(
license is subject to a 90‐day revocation period.37 Again, these sanctions accrue to the intoxicated driver and
&!'"N&)*'24(-022#2$(2P;*001+(?3&-($2*0&'1($2#$2-2!'-(*(/$*52(&!2P;&'1(&!('32(0*<e-(*##0&)*'&"!(*!4(#;!&'&52(
impositions. The bountiful reach of “physical control” is to blame.
Snyder v. Comm’r of Pub. Safety serves as an exceedingly equivocating example of the “physical control”
$*-)*0&'1+(?32$2:('32(`&!!2-"'*(Y";$'("9(8##2*0-($29;-24('"(*9%&$.(*()"!5&)'&"!(#$2.&-24("!(H#31-&)*0(
control”. The facts of the case are as follows.
On September 2, 2006, Jason Snyder attended a wedding reception, was engaged in an altercation with some
other guests, and the police were contacted.38 When police arrived, Mr. Snyder, his wife and two of their
friends were walking toward a vehicle parked in a lot adjoining the reception location. Wright County Deputy
Sheriff Jeremy Wirkkula approached the group, and as he approached, he observed Mr. Snyder unlock the
4$&52$e-(-&42(4""$:("#2!('32(4""$:(#0*)2(3&-($&/3'(9""'(&!-&42('32(#*--2!/2$()".#*$'.2!':(<3&02(3&-(029'(3*!4(
<*-("!('32(4$&52$e-(-&42(4""$(3"04&!/('32(M21-+(?32(/$";#(!"'&)24(=2#;'1(>&$MM;0*(*##$"*)3&!/:(*!4(`$+(
V!142$('32$2;#"!(';$!24(*$";!4:(P;&''24('32()".#*$'.2!'(*!4(72/*!(<*0M&!/('"<*$4('32(42#;'1e-(-P;*4+(
As Mr. Snyder walked toward the squad, he tossed the keys to his wife. Mr. Snyder was arrested for a DWI
offense and his license was revoked under the implied consent law.39 The district court found that Mr. Snyder
3*4(722!(&!(#31-&)*0()"!'$"0("9('32(523&)02(*!4(;#3204('32($25")*'&"!("9(3&-(4$&52$e-(0&)2!-2(G*9'2$(*00:(3*4!6'(
he been caught before he “struck”?).
On review, the Minnesota Court of Appeals reversed.40 The court recognized that in certain circumstances,
the overall situation has indicated that a defendant was in “physical control” of a vehicle even when located
without the passenger compartment.41 The critical divide, noted the court, is between the person who is
.2$201(&!(*(#"-&'&"!(<32$2('321()";04(-'*$'('32(523&)02(H<&'3";'('""(.;)3(4&9%&);0'1I(*!4('32(#2$-"!(<3"(
“has or is about to take some action that makes the motor vehicle a source of danger to themselves, to others,
or to property.”42(,9('3*'(4&-'&!)'&"!(4"2-!e'(#$2-2!'(*(-&/!&%&)*!'(42/$22("9(*!*01'&)*0(-."/:(,(4"!e'(M!"<(
what does.
The holding in Snyder, while aligned with the spirit advocated for in this article, is troubling. In support of its
holding, the Minnesota Court of Appeals made the statement that “no attendant or aggravating circumstances
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<=H<T046,4304,lS=GH6:m,30H,5:,159;H,5O6:046,436,U63<T;6,13<;6,<=45Y<T046HE,07,36,107,=54,0;5=6,1<43,3<7,U63<T;6,
5=,436,7<H6,5Q,436,:50HE,=5:,30H,36,6=46:6H,3<7,U63<T;6,5:,<=76:46H,3<7,M6G,<=45,436,<B=<4<5=?d,F5:65U6:E,436,
T59:4,6JO307<P6H,4304,clS=GH6:m,30=H6H,3<7,M6G7,45,0,43<:H,O0:4G,D6Q5:6,B644<=B,<=45,436,T0:E,6=H<=B,436,
O:57O6T47,Q5:,3<7,H:<U<=B,5:,40M<=B,T5=4:5;,5Q,436,U63<T;6?d[`(a2'('32-2(%&!4&!/-("52$0""M('32(52$1()"!4;)'('3*'(
436,D:50H,:60H<=B,5Q,cO3G7<T0;,T5=4:5;d,<7,79OO576H,45,B90:H,0B0<=74?,p6:G,T;60:;GE,F:?,S=GH6:,107,6=46:<=B,
436,U63<T;6,07,0,H:<U6:E,M6G7,<=,30=H?[[,"6,107,=54,6=46:<=B,436,U63<T;6,07,0,O0776=B6:E,0=H,6U6:G,<=H<T<0,5Q,
6U<H6=T6,<=H<T046H,36,107,<=,cO3G7<T0;,T5=4:5;d,07,4304,46:J,107,9=H6:7455H,DG,O074,H6T<7<5=7?,/4,107,5=;G,
72)*;-2("9(*!(&!'2$$;#'&"!(71(0*<(2!9"$)2.2!'('3*'(`$+(V!142$(4&4(!"'()".#02'2(3&-(2!'$1("9('32(523&)02e-(
)".#*$'.2!':(*!4(3&-(H$20&!P;&-3.2!'I("9('32(M21-(<*-("!01(.*42(<3&0-'(2!($";'2('"(*(42#;'1e-(-P;*4(*!4(
0Q46:,36,30H,=60:;G,6=46:6H,436,U63<T;6,1<43,436,M6G7?
?32('$";702(<&'3('32(H#31-&)*0()"!'$"0I()0*--("9()*-2-(-3";04(72(*##*$2!'+(E!('32("!2(3*!4:(=*$10(g02)Me-(
740=H7,T5=U<T46H,5Q,0,-./,T:<J6E,13<;6,W075=,S=GH6:,;<46:0;;G,10;M7,010G?
C36:6,107,=5,6U<H6=T6,<=,6<436:,T076,4304,0HH9T6H,0=G,J0=,30H,<=,Q0T4$80&<#',0,U63<T;6,0=G,J5:6,430=,436,
"'32$+(>3&02('3&-(&-(*(#$"4;)'("9('32(&!'2!-&'1(/&52!('32(-#2)&%&)(9*)'-("9(&!4&5&4;*0()*-2-(&'(;!42$-)"$2-(.;)3(,
5Q,436,Q5;;G,4304,<7,436,cO3G7<T0;,T5=4:5;d,DGO:5H9T4?
/4,<7,Q9=H0J6=40;,45,436,T:<J<=0;,b974<T6,7G746J,4304,O9=<73J6=4,<7,:6=H6:6H,Q5:,T5=H9T4,4304,&'$.+-*,5TT9:7?,
C3<7,<7,07,4:96,Q5:,<=T35046,5QQ6=767,07,<4,<7,Q5:,T5JO;646H,5QQ6=767?,C36,O:57T:<O4<5=,<7,0;10G7,H<:6T46H,04,436,
-)'8H-*$&'$.+-*E,136436:,<4,<7,436,T5JJ<77<5=,5Q,T5=H9T4,4304,O:5Y<J046;G,T09767,0,B<U6=,:679;4,5:,436,<=46=4,0=H,
#$2#*$*'&"!('"(*))".#0&-3('32(-*.2+(?32(9;!4*.2!'*0(%0*<("9('32(H#31-&)*0()"!'$"0I(#$2.&-2(*$&-2-(9$".(&'-(
Q0<;9:6,45,H<74<=B9<73,D64166=,1304,0T490;;G,5TT9:7,0=H,1304,1+6$)--H0:,/=,<==9J6:0D;6,5436:,T<:T9J740=T67E,
16,0;;51,O65O;6,45,6=B0B6,<=,0T4<U<4G,4304,307,436,O546=4<0;,45,49:=,H0=B6:597,D94,<7,5436:1<76,;01Q9;?,C36,-./,
T5=46Y4,7359;H,D6,=5,H<QQ6:6=4?,#4,436,U6:G,;6074E,436,70=T4<5=7,Q5:,J9T3,5Q,436,T5=H9T4,4304,<7,=51,T5=7<H6:6H,
cO3G7<T0;,T5=4:5;d,7359;H,D6,;6776=6H,Q:5J,43576,Q5:,0T490;,80&<&'@,13<;6,<JO0<:6H?,

Scrapping “Physical Control”
,'e-(3&/3('&.2('"(#;'('32(H4$&5&!/I(7*)M(&!(4$;!M(4$&5&!/+[],C:604<=B,0=,<=45Y<T046H,H:60J<=B,J0=,0=H,0=,
<=45Y<T046H,H:<U<=B,J0=,6g90;;G,<7,0,B:577,J<7T0::<0B6,5Q,b974<T6?,C36,O:53<D<4<5=,5=,<=45Y<T046H,H:<U<=B,
0:576,Q:5J,436,H674:9T4<5=,5Q,;<Q6E,;<JD,0=H,O:5O6:4G,04,436,30=H7,5Q,H:9=M,H:<U6:7?,/4,H<H,=54,0:<76,Q:5J,436,
&!!")2!'()"!4;)'("9(.2!(*!4(<".2!(.*M&!/(#&00"<-("9('32&$(<3&-M21(7"''02-(&!('32&$(9$"!'(4$&52$-e(-2*'-+(?"(
B:59O,436J,0;;,07,436,70J6,=674,5Q,U<;;0<=7,<7,=54,5=;G,5U6:;G,7<JO;<74<TE,<4,9=Q0<:;G,O9=<7367,T5=H9T4,4304,<7,
5U6:;G,0446=9046H,Q:5J,4304,13<T3,0T490;;G,J6=0T67,436,O9D;<T,16;Q0:6?,C5,D6,79:6E,0,O6:75=,T59;H,<=46=H,45,
40M6,0,:674,5=;G,45,<=0HU6:46=4;G,O94,436,U63<T;6,<=45,J54<5=?,C304,<7,0,O546=4<0;,594T5J6,0=G4<J6,0,O6:75=,
6=46:7,0,U63<T;6,<=,0=,<=45Y<T046H,T5=H<4<5=?,C36,<=b974<T6,:679;47,<=,436,<JO57<4<5=,5Q,-./,70=T4<5=7,136=,=5,
H:<U<=B,T5=H9T4,J0=<Q6747?,#,:6Q5:J04<5=,5Q,436,-./,74049467,159;H,H<7O576,5Q,43<7,<=b974<T6,13<;6,79740<=<=B,
'32(#;70&)(#"0&)1("9(M22#&!/(4$;!M-(";'("9('32('$*9%&)(0*!2-+
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The statutory fabric of Chapter 169A is a carefully woven afghan of interconnectivity. In other words, it has
many working parts.46 In other words, it is quite boring. A disturbance to one component will likely have
&.#0&)*'&"!-(9"$("'32$:(;!9"$2-22!(-2)'&"!-+(_2!2$*001(-#2*M&!/:(`&!!2-"'*e-(=>,(0*<-(*$2(-";!4Q('321(*$2(&!(
accord with the wisdom and policy of other states. Attempts at legislative reform must proceed cautiously, and
regard must be owned for the acumen of current law.
This commentary is for scrapping altogether the “physical control” subsidiary of the statute and retaining the
“drive” and “operate” terminology to combat drunk driving. A precision operation and removal of the “physical
control” tumor is nothing overwhelming or earth shattering. The drunk driving laws will still be enforced.
Necessarily, the extinction of “physical control” will restrict the application of criminal DWI laws to a
$24;)24(%&204("9()"!4;)'+(a2'(.;)3("9('32()"!4;)'('3*'($2-'-(72'<22!(*(0*'2!'(#$2-2!)2(&!(*(523&)02(*!4(#*'2!'(
operation or driving may still be proscribed. In Wisconsin, the statute criminalizing drunk driving includes
only the words “drive” and “operate”.47(>&-)"!-&!(0*<(9;$'32$(42%&!2-('3"-2('2$.-Z(He=$&52e(.2*!-('32(
exercise of physical control over the speed and direction of a motor vehicle while it is in motion.”48(HeE#2$*'2e(
means the physical manipulation or activation of any of the controls of a motor vehicle necessary to put it in
motion.”49 Similar to Minnesota, a person in Wisconsin may be prosecuted for idly sitting in a running vehicle
while intoxicated.50 However, it is unlikely that a person in Wisconsin can be convicted for sitting in a non‐
running vehicle while intoxicated, even if the keys are in the ignition, absent some evidence that the vehicle
had been driven or moved from point A to point B.51 Accordingly, it is likely that Daryl Fleck would not have
been convicted of a driving while impaired crime had he been found in his vehicle in Wisconsin.
80'3";/3(>&-)"!-&!(E>,(0*<-()*-'('""(/$2*'(*(!2'W*!4($2)2!'()*-2(0*<(&!4&)*'2-(2N#*!-&"!("9('32(42%&!&'&"!("9(
“operate”—the Wisconsin statutes evidence a step in the right direction. The absence of an all‐encompassing
H#31-&)*0()"!'$"0I()*')3R*00(<";04(72($2%02)'&52("9(*(02/&-0*'&52(72*$&!/(9"$(*(."$2(2N*)'&!/W*!4($2-#"!-&702W
comprehension of what it is to drive while impaired+(>&-)"!-&!("992$-(*(/""4(-'*$'+(?32(%&$-'(-'2#(&!(`&!!2-"'*(
-3";04(72('"(2N*)'(H#31-&)*0()"!'$"0I(<32$252$(&'(2N&-'-(9$".('32(-'*';'2(*!4(42%&!2('32($2.*&!&!/('2$.-(H4$&52I(
*!4(H"#2$*'2I(*-('321(*$2(42%&!24(;!42$(>&-)"!-&!(0*<+(?32($2-;0'&!/(X;4&)&*0()"!-'$;)'&"!("9('2$.&!"0"/1(
)02*$01(42%&!24(71('32(02/&-0*';$2(<";04(<"$M('"()&$);.-)$&72('32(5*-'01("52$R$2*)3&!/(42%&!&'&"!("9(4$;!M(
driving currently in place.
From the facts available, Daryl Fleck presented no danger to the welfare of his community. This is not to say
that his conduct represents the hallmark of responsibility; he very well could have driven. However, the
outcome of his case represents a glaring example of the injustices served by criminal laws too broadly
construed and applied. At present, a vast range of conduct is prohibited under the same tent. It is high time
for an appreciation by the statutes that the conduct within that range is not equal: some is graver than
others. The docile gentleman passed out in the family minivan with a key in his back pocket is far removed
from the roguery of the young coxcombing buck in his Mercedes coupe bounding out of the parking garage
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!2*$(>3*'R4e1*R)*00R&'(!&/3'()0;7(*9'2$(&!/2-'&!/(;!)".."!(*.";!'-("9(-#&)24($;.:('2P;&0*:(V&002$1(<&!2:("$(
what have you. The law should acknowledge this plain contrast. The removal of “physical control” from the
DWI statutes would serve to reduce the aforementioned inequities, and would provide the DWI laws with the
$2%&!2.2!'('321(!"<(%&!4(<*!'&!/+
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SOMETIMES YOU JUST GOTTA DRIVE
;6$3+<&8$h+2#'*&'&$+'8$U)"'$4H-+(

The Necessity Defense in Implied Consent Proceedings
S5J6,740467,T5;5:Q9;;G,T0;;,<4,436,cT35<T6,5Q,6U<;7d?,/4,<7,436,T5JJ<77<5=,5Q,0,T:<J6,<=,5:H6:,45,O:6U6=4,0,B:6046:,
30:J?,S5,13<T3,<7,J5:6,<JO5:40=4e436,3GO54364<T0;,5:,436,0T490;,O:6U6=4<5=,5Q,30:J>,C304,<7,436,g9674<5=,
04,436,360:4,5Q,436,976,5Q,c=6T677<4Gd,07,0,H6Q6=76,<=,0=,<JO;<6H,T5=76=4,360:<=B?,C36,135;6,O5<=4,5Q,-./,;017,
<7,436,O:6U6=4<5=,5Q,3GO54364<T0;,30:J?,C36,;01,5Q,c=6T677<4Gd,H60;7,1<43,0T490;E,<JJ<=6=4E,B:0U6,H0=B6:?,,
$6B0;;G,0=H,J5:0;;GE,436,O577<D;6,;577,5Q,;<Q6,5:,;<JD,T0==54,4:9JO,436,4310:4<=B,5Q,0T490;,<=b9:G,5:,H6043?
F<==67540,0OO6;;046,T59:47,30U6,=54,6YO;<T<4;G,H646:J<=6H,4304,436,H6Q6=76,5Q,=6T677<4G,<7,;6B0;;G,0U0<;0D;6,,
<=,0=,<JO;<6H,T5=76=4,T076?,C36G,0;75,30U6,=6U6:,:9;6H,4304,<4,<7,46A,0U0<;0D;6?,,
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T5JO;<0=T6,1<43,436,;01,<7,B:6046:,430=,4304,13<T3,1<;;,:679;4,Q:5J,U<5;04<5=,5Q,<4?d+,S5J6,60:;G,6Y0JO;67,
<32$2('32(!2)2--&'1(4292!-2(<*-(*##0&24(&!)0;42Z(*(#"0&)2("9%&)2$(5&"0*'&!/(-#224(0*<-(&!(9"00"<&!/(*(%022&!/(
T:<J<=0;f,0=,0JD9;0=T6,H:<U6:,U<5;04<=B,7O66H,;017,<=,H:<U<=B,45,436,357O<40;,1<43,0=,6J6:B6=TG,O04<6=4f,0,
#$&-"!2$(2-)*#&!/(9$".(#$&-"!('"(*5"&4(*(%&$2(32(4&4(!"'(-2'Q(*(-3&#6-()*#'*&!(5&"0*'&!/(*!(2.7*$/"(0*<(<32!(
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C36,<JO;<6H,T5=76=4,0:6=0,307,O:5H9T6H,0,=9JD6:,5Q,c:<H<=B,415,35:767d,H6T<7<5=7?,C36,0OO6;;046,T59:47,<=,
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considered penalty enhancements and judicial economy concerns in viewing the relationship between the
'<"(#$")224&!/-(*-(H-1.7&"'&)I(*!4('32(4&992$2!)2-(*-(*(H%&)'&"!*0()"!-'$;)'I+10
So why should a motorist be prevented from being impacted with a license revocation in a case where the
defense of necessity could be raised in a DWI criminal case for the same conduct? Such a defense is made
available in non‐criminal contexts, such as Minnesota’s various Good Samaritan laws.11 It is often stated
that implied consent laws “are liberally interpreted in favor of the public interest” but are there not, in some
unique cases, a higher public interest? Certainly the motorist carries a high burden of proof. But, at the very
least, this decision should be made by a judge and not automatically refused, without review, in every case by
the Department of Public Safety. It is an abuse of power to unilaterally punish people who are forced to make
the choice of the “lesser evil”.
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4 532 N.W.2d 557 (Minn. 1995)
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